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In brief
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'Soler’ is Luxembourg’s main developer and operator of renewable energies.

#1 Get-togethers: of three new windparks
In 2017, we were in charge of the official inauguration of three new wind-parks in the
country’s north and organised three “neighbourhood get-togethers”.

#2 Consultations: on four+ planned windparks
A fruitful collaboration that lead us to accompany Soler in pitching four (eight) more major
windpower projects across the country, during carefully set up public meetings with the local
communities. Given the new projects are located in more densely populated areas of
Luxembourg, the main goal was to avoid situation of local mobilisation and, in the worst
case, firmly organised opposition.



#1
Inaugurations



Briefing
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Completed construction of three new windparks, in different municipalities:
– Wandpark Rulljen-Géisdref
– Wandpark Housen-Pëtschent
– Wandpark Kehmen-Heischent

First thought: Do you just bring them into service? Do you solemnize by ‘only’ organising a 
VIP event, with Ministers taking the floor? An ‘official inauguration’?

Idea: Or do you first involve the windmills’ ‘neighbours’ by planning a kind of street party 
and neighbourhood barbeque, allowing people to discover the newly-installed machines 
during a close-up experience?

– Create wow-effects among old and young
– Fascinate the children
– Have guests take home more than their experience of the day
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TAG DER 
OFFENEN 

TÜR

AM
WINDRAD

Wandpark 
Housen-Pëtschent
Long. 6° 06’ 37.5’’ 
Lat. 49° 58’ 18.2’’ 

Wandpark Housen-Pëtschent
Standuert beim Schmuelenhaff
Kontakt: info@soler.lu COMMUNE

DE PUTSCHEID
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Results
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In numbers: 0 drops of rain

250-350 guests each

In words: A sign of openness and proactivity

A sense of pride brought about

A clear normative framework: it is (also) about future generations and 
sustainability



#2
Consultations



Map
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Key figures
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Currently operated:
Installed capacity: 90,55 MW
Production of 170 million kWh
Equivalent of 37.500 households or 150.400 people
Save 112.000 t CO2

Planned:
Installed capacity: 111,95 MW
Production of 231,5 kWh
Equivalent of 51.450 households, 205.80o people
Save 153.200 t of CO2



CHALLENGE?
Tina B. Nimby
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No nation is immune to
a changing climate...



...which is why, 
together, we need to
further protect our
environment



Absolutely!



Absolutely! I totally
agree!



Oh 
yes!

Absolutely! I totally
agree!



I totally
agree!

How can
we help?

Oh 
yes!

Absolutely!



Future generations
deserve clear air as
they deserve clear
water, to sustain
bodies and souls.



It is for
the sake
of our
children!



Absolutely
so!

It is for
the sake
of our
children!



Absolutely
so!

We really
have no
choice

It is for
the sake
of our
children!



Absolutely
so!

We really
have no
choice

It is for
the sake
of our
children!

Yes, we only
have one planet! 
No planet B!



Less C02 emissions
andmore energy
independence



Renewable energies
are key, especially as
we have the potential 
to develop them!



Why not?



Why not?

I knew that
we are an 
innovative 
country!



Why not?

Finally a 
reasonable
investment!

I knew that
we are an 
innovative 
country!



Why not?

Let‘s go!!!
Finally a 
reasonable
investment!

I knew that
we are an 
innovative 
country!



Which is why we plan 
to build four new
wind turbines in your
municipality.



Why there, they would
only spoil the unique
landscape and views!



Wait, they
are 150 m 
high?!

Why there, they would
only spoil the unique
landscape and views!



Wait, they
are 150 m 
high?!

Why there, they would
only spoil the unique
landscape and views!

YouTube says
they are loud
and kill 
birds!



Wait, they
are 150 m 
high?!

Why there, they would
only spoil the unique
landscape and views!

YouTube says
they are loud
and kill 
birds!

One year of construction
works with daily
over-sized transports? 
That‘s terrorizing



Objectives
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Develop the public profile and reputation of Soler

Based on their values: future-oriented, transparent, competent, responsible, reliable

Root the projects locally: by way including the ‘Energy from Luxembourg’ brand

Prepare the public’s focus on the projects as thoroughly as possible

Ensure acceptance and swift progress on the projects all along



Strategy
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SWOT and stakeholder mapping

Dedicated positioning paper & Q/A: experience in sustaining large acceptance 

Refined corporate positioning and higher visibility thanks to a new website

Invitations and event support for the 12 public consultations

A professional presentation with visuals dedicated to different concerns

Message training applied to the project’s positioning 

Press relations over the course of the events and after (press conference)

Digital and social media monitoring throughout the project’s period
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Results
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In numbers: 4 (8) new wind park projects

12+ municipal public consultations

100s of interested/concerned/emotional/open citizens

In words: Requirement vs. proactivity

Respect for the hierarchy of stakeholders

Representation of a clear set of values

The stage is set for the next steps…



#3
In conclusion



In conclusion
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Public relations: different stakeholders

Sensitive communications : NIMBY, different stakeholders

Sustainability issues: renewable energies

Collaborative approach: binsfeld, Oxygen & Partners, vidalegloesener, AccentAigu

Client development: coherence and continuity


